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Welcome
to Hessen

www.invest-in-hessen.com

We look forward to working with you.

Dear Readers,

If you want to be globally successful, you need a
strong and cosmopolitan location for your com-
pany. For investors, the state of Hessen in Germany
is the best address in Europe. Its stable economic
and financial system, high productivity, well-trained
and motivated workforce, innovation in research
and development, excellent investment conditions, first-class infrastruc-
ture, legal certainty and a fair tax system are important arguments in
favor of establishing a business here.

International comparisons also confirm this: for example, Germany
generates the highest proportion of GDP compared to the rest of the
EU-28 population. An outstanding brand image emphasizes the
location's attractiveness. In the renowned GfK Roper Nation Brands
Index, Germany has always ranked among the top three of 50 industrial
nations for the last ten years. According to the American Chamber of
Commerce, 71 percent of US companies rate the German business
location as 'good' or 'very good.’

The state of Hessen, in the center of Germany and Europe, is particularly
attractive as a location for international companies. This is supported by
around 12,000 foreign companies that work successfully here and
people from 190 nations who enjoy living here.

We would like to convince you of Hessen's business location advantages
as well as its internationality, high innovative strength and - last but not
least - excellent quality of life. Then you can make the right investment
decision.

We accompany you step by step - from the idea and selection of
potential locations to the recruitment of skilled workers.

Transport and Regional Development

Tarek Al-Wazir
Hessen Minister of Economics, Energy,



wer global erfolgreich sein will, braucht einen starken und weltoffenen
Standort für sein Unternehmen. Für Investoren ist das Bundesland
Hessen in Deutschland die beste Adresse in Europa. Das stabile
Wirtschafts- und Finanzsystem, eine hohe Produktivität, bestens aus-
gebildete und motivierte Arbeitskräfte, Innovationskraft in Forschung
und Entwicklung, ausgezeichnete Investitionsbedingungen, eine erst-
klassige Infrastruktur, Rechtssicherheit und ein faires Steuersystem sind
wichtige Argumente, die für eine Unternehmensansiedlung sprechen.

Liebe Leserinnen und Leser,

Hessischer Minister für

Dabei begleiten wir Sie Schritt für Schritt – von der Idee über die Auswahl
potenzieller Standorte bis hin zur Fachkräfterekrutierung.

Wir freuen uns auf Sie.

Tarek Al-Wazir

Das Bundesland Hessen, im Zentrum Deutschlands und Europas, ist als
Standort für internationale Unternehmen besonders attraktiv. Dafür
stehen rund 12.000 ausländische Unternehmen, die hier erfolgreich
arbeiten, und Menschen aus 190 Nationen, die gern hier leben.

Wirtschaft, Energie, Verkehr

Das belegen auch internationale Vergleiche: So erwirtschaftet Deutsch-
land den höchsten BIP-Anteil bezogen auf die Bevölkerung der EU 28.
Ein hervorragendes Markenimage unterstreicht die Attraktivität des
Standortes. Im renommierten GfK Roper Nation Brands Index nimmt
Deutschland seit zehn Jahren immer einen der ersten drei Plätze unter
50 Industrienationen ein. Laut American Chamber of Commerce schät-
zen 71 Prozent der US-Unternehmen den deutschen Wirtschaftsstandort
als ‚gut' oder ‚sehr gut' ein.

Gern überzeugen wir Sie von den Vorzügen des Wirtschaftsstandorts
Hessen, der Internationalität, der hohen Innovationskraft und – nicht
zuletzt – der hohen Lebensqualität. So können Sie die richtige
Investitionsentscheidung treffen.
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Innovative and international -
everything at your fingertips:
Hessen Trade & Invest com-
bines promoting future tech-
nologies and innovations with
establishing international con-
tacts and initiatives. Thus,
Hessian and foreign com-

panies only have one point of contact, short
distances and quick decisions.

Hessen Trade & Invest as a one-
stop-shop bundles the location
marketing of the business loca-
tion nationally and interna-
tionally. Let us convince you of
Hessens benefits. Come and
experience by yourself that
Hessen deserves its positive

image and that it is on the right path towards a
stable future.

Dr. David Eckensberger
Head of International Affairs
Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH

Dr. Rainer Waldschmidt
Managing Director
Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH



We are
ambitious

Our economic policy guarantees excellent invest
ment conditions.

-

Germany is the best address among Europe's
investment locations. The reasons are obvious: in
addition to economic stability and sales market size,
German companies are in
the entire world economy.

excellently networked

IAA, Frankfurt
Photo:  © IMAGO / CTK PHOTO

European Space Agency, Darmstadt
Photo: © ESA/ATG MEDIALAB
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U.S. News & World Report:
„
Germany. The best country

in the world.“

Ernst & Young:
“Germany is one of the most
attractive investment locations
in Europe.”

Source: Eurostat 2017

Germany has the largest share of GDP
relative to the EU-28 population

The "Best Country"
ranking of U.S. News
& World Report confirmed
Germany's 1st place
among 60 nations
compared in 2016.

Ernst & Young asked
international
decision-makers about
the attractiveness of
Europe as an investment
location.

The most attractive investment locations
in the world from an investor's point of view

Source: Ernst & Young Attractiveness Survey 2017
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Germany continues
to be among the
world's leading group
of investment locations.
In the global survey
conducted for this study,
every fifth manager
described Germany as
one of the three most
attractive investment
locations in the world.

The top position
as an investment
location correlates
with high productivity
and per capita
economic output.
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We are leaders
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Economically, Hessen is one of Germany's most
productive federal states. Thanks to its central
location and efficient airport, the state also po-
sitions itself as a logistical hub between the world's
metropolitan areas. Frankfurt am Main is the most
famous location in Hessen - surrounded by prosper-
ing economic centers in all regions of the state.

: © SERGEY NIVENS / ADOBESTOCKPhoto

: © HTAIPhoto
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Hessen, with 7.5 percent of Germany's population,
generates 8.6 percent of the German gross do-
mestic product. Therefore the gross domestic
product per capita in Hessen ranges 15 % above the
German average. Hessen's GDP per emloyee
amounts in 80.000 € which in international
comparision ranks on a top position. In 2016, goods
worth almost 59 billion euros were exported from
Hessen. Just under two-thirds were exported to
European countries, around 16 percent each to
America and Asia. In 2015, foreign direct

investments in Hessen amounted to 69 billion
euros. The share of all direct investments in
Germany was thus 15 percent. Regarding
investment origin, the most important countries are
the European Union, Switzerland, USA, Korea,
Japan and China. Of the new establishments
assisted by economic development agencies in
2015, almost one-half came from two countries
alone: the USA and China.

Sources: National Accounting of the Federal States 2017, Hessen
Statistical Office 2017,Deutsche Bundesbank 2017

Central train station of Frankfurt am Main
Photo: ©IMAGO/IMAGEBROKER

www.invest-in-hessen.com
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We are
international

In 2016, around
presented their and ser-

38,000 exhibitors
goods

vices at various trade fairs in
Frankfurt.

in
Frankfurt attract more than
42 international trade fairs

1.4
million visitors per year.

Frankfurt, including the Rhine-Main egion, is the
leading financial services center in continental
Europe. This is where the European Central Bank,
Deutsche Bundesbank and Deutsche Börse are
based.

R

Photos: Left: © Messe Frankfurt, center: © DEUTSCHE ZENTRALE FÜR TOURISMUS /Rainer Kiedrowski, right: ©VDA
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Approximately 50 investment companies provide
financing opportunities between companies and
investors.

Over 190 banks are located in Frankfurt am Main,
including around 155 foreign banks and more than
30 representative offices.

The Frankfurt Exhibition Grounds
stretch over 592,000 square
meters.



USA

General Electric

General Motors

J.P. Morgan

Procter & Gamble

EUROPE

Ferrero Italy

Clariant Switzerland

GKN Driveline (Great Britain)
Sanofi-Aventis (France)

CHINA

Bank of China

Huawei

Haier

Weichai Power/Kion

INDIA

ICICI Bank

Infosys

Tata Consultancy

Wipro

www.invest-in-hessen.com

(according to places of origin)

Selected international companies with investments in Hessen

SOUTH KOREA

Hyundai

Kia Motors

LG Electronics

Samsung

JAPAN

Canon

Honda

Mitsubishi

Panasonic

In Hessen, business communities bring people
from 190 nations together. This is the place where
interests are bundeled and diverse opportunities
for networking are created. Top international events
such as ACHEMA, Ambiente, Automechanika, Book
Fair, IAA, Light + Building and TENDENCE are
among the international trade fairs and exhibitions
that take place at the Frankfurt Exhibition Grounds.
They facilitate communication and offer top players
a representative exhibition in respective indus-their
try and buyers an overview of current standards and
trends in world markets.

9
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We are
connected

All European economic centers can be reached
within two flight hours. The first-class infrastructure

Hessen offers fast connections at all times for
everything that needs to be quick and reliable at a
certain place: the strong catchment area is equally
source market, hub and destination for people, raw
materials, products and data. Hessen's heart beats
just in time.

Tightly controlled and intelligent networking of
various transport modes - including high-speed rail
networks, freeways, inland ports
Airport air traffic hub - allows time savings, closely
synchronized traffic intervals, late cut-off times and
maximum reliability.

and the Frankfurt

10

is developed consistently and as needed - which
protects the environment and saves costs. High-
performance broadband networks and fast Internet
connections are a decisive factor in national and
international location competition and an indis-
pensable infrastructure for citizens and businesses.

Ranking third in the nationwide comparison of
broadband coverage (50 Mbit/s) of all German area
states and with the three best-served districts in
Germany, Hessen offers its companies the best
conditions for successful digitization. Frankfurt's
internet hub DE-CIX (German Commercial Internet
Exchange) is the largest data exchange point in the
world.
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The Frankfurt Cross near the airport
is the largest freeway intersection
in Europe.

A ofdense network ICE connec-
tions and rail routes for passenger
and freight transport traverses the
state in north-south and west-east
directions.

Every year, around 65 million pas-
sengers and more than 2 million
tons of air freight pass through
Frankfurt Airport, one of the largest
in Europe.

Nearly connect from
Frankfurt am Main to almost

100 airlines
300

destinations on all continents with
approximately 4,600 flights per
week.

link shipping,
rail and road transport to inter-
Hessen port locations

modal freight transport chains.They
connect Hessen with important
European seaports.

offer
the entire spectrum of logistics
services from procurement, trans-

More than 4,000 companies

port, transshipment and value-
added services to recycling and
disposal.

s: Top and middle: © ISTOCK.COM
Bottom: © FRAPORT AG
Photo s: Top: © FRAPORT AG

Middle and bottom: © ISTOCK.COM
Photo
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We are
benchmark

European Central Bank, Frankfurt
Photo: © ISTOCK.COM

Höchst Industrial Park, Frankfurt
Photo: © COMMUNICATION SOLUTION GMBH

www.invest-in-hessen.com
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Hessen combines economic strength,
innovative potential and internationality with
traditional industrial locations. The wide-
ranging mix of sectors includes, for example,
traditional and globally recognized compa-
nies in the automotive, pharmaceutical and
chemical industries as well as the optical and
medical technology sectors.



Internationally operating versatile medium-sized companies, craft enterprises and
start-up businesses offer flexible growth options for realizing any business idea. The job market
in Hessen ensures first-class prospects for companies due to its high level of qualification.
Investors find highly motivated and well-trained employees among the approximately 2.5
million workers subject to social security contributions.

corporations

13

and continuing education
institutions guarantee an optimal supply
for the workforce.

Dual education

250,000 students at 7 universities, 14 uni-
versities of applied sciences and 15 other
institutions of higher education ensure
academic qualification.

work in numerous
world-class research institutions.
International specialists

: © ADOBESTOCKPhotos



We are
high-tech

The technology location Hessen is the best for
thinking one step ahead and research
ideas into technical knowledge and innovative
products. In Hessen, scientific and economic
research are closely interlinked.

basis
transforming

The high-tech
location Hessen generates its dynamics from the
interaction of science and research, entrepreneurial
ideas and willingness to invest.
Hessen is an excellent location for information and
communication technology (ICT) with outstanding
future prospects. 122,000 employees in more than
10,000 IT-oriented companies with of
around 40 billion euros provide a strong environ-

revenues

ment for business establishments.

The challenge for tomorrow is called
The "Internet of Things" leads to a rapidly increasing
networking of production. In Hessen, innovative
medium-sized companies and global manufac-

Industry 4.0.

turers, highly specialized engineering firms and
scientists, supported and flanked by a strong ICT
industry and digital infrastructure, work together to
solve future projects.
Hessen is one of the leading locations in Germany
for the with more than 16,000
employees working in around 200 companies
which have of 12.1 billion euros directly
allocated to Particularly strong are
the medical and industrial sectors.

biotechnology sector

revenues
biotechnology.

Im Bereich der Materialtechnologie weist Hessen
bereits heute unter den deutschen Flächenländern

Share of R & D expenditure
within companies

Hessen

Germany 67%

EU 28- 64%

Source: Destatis 2015

77%
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In the field of material technology, Hessen
already has one of the highest densities of
suppliers and user companies among the
German area states.
Around 1,300 companies in the environmen-
tal technology industry are driving forward
development in segments such as renewable
energies, waste/recycling and water/waste-
water. With around 51,000 employees, they
generate sales of around 14.4 billion euros.

Hessen is one of the top ten most innovative
regions in Europe*.

15

www.invest-in-hessen.com

Hessen is one of Europe's
top high-tech regions.
Industry leaders such as
Merck, Viessmann and
Software AG contribute to
the state's innovative
strength,as do the numer-
ous small and medium-

sized enterprises. In order to support the
economy effectively, Hessen Ministry of
Economics has bundled its technology pro-
motion measures under the brand name
"Technology State Hessen." At the heart of
this are activities commissioned by the
Ministry at Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH.

“We adopt trends, inform about technolog-
ical developments and funding opportu-
nities. We also bring the right partners
together," explains Dr. Carsten Ott, Head of
Technology & Innovation at HTAI. "This
increases the competitiveness of Hessen's
players and makes the state fit for the
technological future.”

*Source: Baden-Wuerttemberg : Innovation Index 2016Statistical Office
for countries or regions of the European Union

Dr.-Ing. Carsten Ott
Head of Technology and Innovation
Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH



We are
multi-talented

More than 3,000 companies are active in over
35 clusters in Hessen. The economic
development agencies of Hessen are specifi-
cally creating these regional cooperation
networks in order to bring forward-looking
projects to the state.
Through collaborations between companies,
the strongest resources are activated along
the entire value chain in order to deliver inter-
nationally competitive top quality "Made in
Hessen."

: © PESHKOVA / FOTOLIAPhoto
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Northern Hessen

• The logistics hub with the latest cut-off time in
Germany and competence region of decen-
tralized energy technologies and energy
efficiency

• Vehicle construction (VW, Mercedes and
Continental)

• 79,000 companies, including technology-
intensive and medium-sized market leaders

• High-tech location (Fraunhofer IWES, SMA
Solartechnology,Viessmann and B.Braun)

• mobility sectorCluster initiatives in the ,
decentralized energies, health and tourism
sectors

• Infrastructure: 4 federal freeways, ICE high
speed network and freight center, Kassel
Airport with Business Aviation Park

• Logistics (Amazon, Libri, Hermes, GLS,
Rudolph Logistik)

• University of Kassel - successful start-up uni-
versity with Science Park

Central Hessen

• opticalCluster initiatives in the electronics,
environment and medical industries

• Three universities, University Hospital
Gießen/Marburg - the third largest university
hospital in Germany - and non-university
research centers, e.g. Fraunhofer Research
Group and Max Planck Institute

A large number of companies and
sectors shape the economy in Hessen.
Regions develop by focusing on their
strengths and thus sharpen their
location profile. Short distances and
direct contacts are tangible benefits
for resident companies.

FrankfurtRheinMain

• Educational region with high potential for
young professionals: more than 71,000
students (highest density of students in a
German region) and 17,000 trainees

• Major chemical, pharmaceutical and auto-
motive location

• Central European financial and service
location

• Modern industrial parks

• International transport hub

• Strong ICT and creative industries

• Global trade fair and trading center

www.invest-in-hessen.com

Exhibition Frankfurt
Photo: © IMAGO/HOFFMANN

s: Top: © SFIO CRACHO/FOTOLIA
Bottom: © DIGITALSTOCK
Photo

Frankfurt skyline
© CONORCROWE / FOTOLIAPhoto:

Photo: © LVDESIGN / FOTOLIA



House of Logistics & Mobility, Frankfurt
Photo: © HOLM GMBH 2015

We are smart

In October 2015, the market research institute TNS
Emnid interviewed 150 managers of foreign
companies with branches in Hessen. In the
decision-making process for the investment
location Hessen, three-quarters of the investors first
included economic regions in other European
countries as well. For more than two-thirds of the
respondents, in assessing various German eco-
nomic regions, most of the arguments spoke in
favor of Hessen.

The vast majority of foreign companies that have
settled in Hessen rate their current economic
situation as good, very good or excellent. More than
two-thirds of the companies want to hire more
employees over the next few years and more than
half want to expand further in the next three years.

Flight connections, infrastructure and location are
the strongest motives for choosing the investment
location Hessen.

We in Hessen are self-confident and
know our strengths. Every day, new
solutions strategies for future trends
such as resource efficiency, digitization
and further globalization are created in
development laboratories. In order to
improve further, we pay close attention
to the views of investors and interna-
tional companies that have settled
here.

18
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50

20

13
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Recommendation of business partners or customers

Recommendation from law firm, tax consultant,
business promotion, or similar

Media reports in the country of origin

Own fair visit in Germany

Reporting on our Website

29

27

26

21
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Flight connections, infrastructure and location are the strongest motives
for choosing the investment location Hessen.

Personal recommendations are the best ambassador
for Hessen as an investment location.

Figures in percent, multiple answers possible

ExpoReal 2017
Photo: © HTAI

(Frankfurt) airport/good flight connections

Infrastructure/good (traffic) connections ingeneral

Central location in Europe/Germany

Economic environment/economic conditions

Proximitytocompanies/business partners/customers



We are Frankfurt
and more

In Hessen, people from all over the world feel at
home quickly. Here you will find living space to
every taste. Your children will receive excellent
education from internationally kindergarten to
internationally oriented schools.

The cultural offerings as well as possibilities for
sports activities and recreation are first class.

In short: It is fun to work and live in Hessen.
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We are future

Hessen paves your way to success. Investors who
choose can rely on our
support. Because your business success will also be
ours - as a state, location and home of the people
who live and work with us.

Hessen as their location

: © ENVFX/ADOBESTOCKPhoto

Schirn Art Gallery, Frankfurt
Photo: © PICTURE ALLIANCE/DPA2

Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH is the state of Hessen's
economic development organization and your first
point of contact.

You want to relocate to Hessen, transfer your
business or expand?
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Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH, Konradinerallee 9, 65189 Wiesbaden, Germany, Tel.: +49 611 95017-8203,
E-Mail: info@htai.de, www.hessen-trade-and-invest.com, www.invest-in-hessen.com

Our service is free of charge as we welcome new companies and investors in Hessen.

We create tailor-made site offers, organize visits to suitable locations and assist you in approval procedures.
You receive comprehensive facts and legal information and you can count on our close relationships with
other companies, organizations and networks.

Feel free to contact us!

Our consulting team supports you from the first inquiry to the successful settlement in Hessen. Our location
experts will treat your project confidentially, always tailored to your industry and individual requirements.You
will receive basic information on all location factors as well as on technologies and innovations that make a
settlement in Hessen attractive.We inform and advise you to facilitate your investment decisions.

Correspondents and cooperation officers of Hessen
abroad
The Hessen state government promotes the develop-
ment of international economic cooperation with a net-
work of correspondent offices and cooperation officers
abroad. The focus is on meeting the requirements of
small and medium-sized enterprises for market entry and
developing expanding foreign markets.At the same time,
the network is an important factor in Hessen location
marketing.

Federico Thielemann
Correspondent

Avenida Corrientes 327
Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Argentina

Email: fthielemann@ahkargentina.com.ar
www.ahkargentina.com.ar

German-Argentine Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Derik Y. Wang
Correspondent (honorary)
Hunan Development Group
No.1 Cheng-Nan West Road, Changsha 410015
Hunan Province, PR China

Mobile: +86 1360 7314 669

Tel.: +54 11 5219 4025 / -4000

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Deshun Zeng
Correspondent (honorary)
Director Institute of Civil Engineering Key Technology
C/O Tongji University

Tel.: +86 731 89761861

Shanghai 200092, PR China

Email: derik_wang@yahoo.com

Tel.: +86 21 6598 0596
Mobile: +86 1390 1876 056

Jaroslaw Frackowiak
State of Hessen Cooperation Officer

La Habana, Cuba

Mobile: +49 151 2182 5522

Al. Niepodleglosci 16/18, B 533
PL 60972 Poznan 1, Poland PO Box 64

Playa

Tel.: +53 7 208 90 45

Calle 146 # 2104, Casa 11

Jürgen Nicklaus
Correspondent (honorary)

Email: zds_tj@yahoo.com

Email: juergen.nicklaus@gbh.co.cu

Centrum Współpracy Gospodarczej Hesja-Polska
Cooperation Center Hessen-Poland

Email: jaroslaw.frackowiak@hesja-polska.pl

www.hesja-polska.pl
www.hessen-polen.de

Tel.: + 48 618 541353

ARGENTINA/BUENOS AIRES

C /CHINA HANSGSHA

C /SHINA HANGHAI

CUBA/HAVANA

POLAND/POZNAN

Valentina Filinkova

150000 , Russian FederationYaroslavl

German-Russian Chamber of Commerce

Julian Doelfs
Correspondent/Senior Consultant

Email: johngatto@wi.rr.com

21, Rue Montoyer

Email: hessen.eu@lv-bruessel.hessen.de

Email: bursa@hk-diplo.de

Friedrich von Heusinger
Head of the State of Hessen at
the European Union
State of Hessen at
the European Union

Representation

Representation

Sebastian Kiefer

119017 Moscow, Russian Federation
Tel.: +7 495 2344950 2243

Singaporean-German Chamber of Industry and Commerce

Email: v.filinkova@gmail.com

Sabine Sibel Cura-Ölçüoğlu
State of Hessen Cooperation Officer

Cooperation Office Hessen- OblastYaroslavl
Uliza Swobody 14, Office 1

Tel.:+90 224 221 00 21

E-mail: kiefer@russland-ahk.ru

Mobile: +65 9018 8667

www.sgc.org.sg

Mobile: +7 910 6650 309

Singapore 609916
Tel.: +65 6433 5330

Email: julian.doelfs@deinternational.org.sg

Tel.: +7 4852 327770

1. Kasatschi per., 7

#03-105 German Centre

www.russland.ahk.de

25 International Business Park

Direct: +65 6433 5340

State of Hessen Cooperation Officer

Honorary Consul of the Federal Republic of Germany in Bursa

16160 Osmangazi - Bursa, Turkey
Bağlarbaşı Mah Evke ONYX İşmerkezi Kat 4 D 27

Dr. John Gatto
Correspondent
FrankfurtRheinMain Corp.
321 North Clark St., Suite 1425

Bursa Almanya Fahrikonsolosu

Chicago, IL 60654-4714, USA
Tel.: +1 414 429 6678

1000 Brussels, Belgium
Tel.: +32 27395900

SINGAPORE

TURKEY/BURSA

USA/CHICAGO

EUROPEAN UNION/BRUSSELS

RUSSIAN FEDERATION/YAROSLAVL

RUSSIAN FEDERATION/MOSCOW

(SGC)



Concept and design
Grundfarben Werbeagentur, www.grundfarben.de

A & M Service GmbH, Elz
Printing

This brochure is published as part of the Hessen
state government's public relations work. It may
neither be used by political parties nor electoral
candidates or assistants during an election
campaign for the purpose of solicitation. This
applies to parliamentary, federal and local elections.
Particularly improper is the distribution at election
campaign events, parties' information booths as
well as inserting, printing or affixing political party
information or advertising material. Also prohibited
is the transfer to third parties for the purpose of
election advertising. Even without reference to a
forthcoming election, the brochure may not be used
in any way that could be understood as partisanship
of the state government in favor of individual
political groups. The restrictions mentioned apply
regardless of when, by what means and in what
number the document was sent to the recipient.
However, parties are permitted to use the document
to inform their own members.
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Publisher
Hessen Ministry of Economics, Energy, Transport
and Regional Development

Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH

Responsible for content according to Section 55
of the RStV
Dr. David Eckensberger

Dr. David Eckensberger HTAI, Eva Roth HTAI
Editorial and text

Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH
Konradinerallee 9
65189 Wiesbaden, Germany
Tel.: +49 611 95017-8203
E ail: info@htai.de
www.hessen-trade-and-invest.com
www.invest-in-hessen.com
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Hessen Economic Development

invest-in-hessen.com

Kaiser-Friedrich-Ring 75
65185 Wiesbaden, Germany
Email: info@wirtschaft.hessen.de

Hessen Ministry of
Economics, Energy, Transport
and Regional Development


